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The iPhoneâ€™s market share in Europe fell 17% year-on-year in Q2, according to todayâ€™s Canalys data. Apple
did, however, hold its third-place position, behind Samsung and Huawei and ahead of Xiaomi and HMD Global. The
market intelligence company says that iPhone European shipments.

The market intelligence company says that iPhone European shipments fell from 7. But this year, the shackles
are off, and winning back market share is its clear priority. According to DigiTimes , Apple plans to ship
millionâ€” million iPhone units in  Apple could not immediately be reached for comment. A lack of brand
loyalty among users of low-end and mid-range Android smartphones, which has blighted Samsung for so
long, has become the catalyst for its best performance in years. Can I have another one? Even if the iPhone
can beat the DigiTimes estimates, it could do so via its sales of lower-priced smartphones. And why should
Apple make an SE2 anyway? A paid subscription is required for full access. The more intriguing question is
whether we will see small smartphones on the rival Android platform. Apple will also have to contend with
competition from Samsung, which just released its new lineup of premium smartphones on August 7. The
company typically does not comment on rumors or on forthcoming models. This estimate is lower than its
shipments of  Apple iPhone market share â€” additional information Apple has been amongst the top 5
smartphone vendors in the world since  Samsung took the lead, and has held a share of 20 to 30 percent since 
And if Apple wanted to make one using the new edge-to-edge screens, it would need to engineer it from
scratch, Gillett says. Apple sold  The original SE, which was itself modeled on the older iPhone 4 and 5, was
one of the more gorgeous phones ever made, in the view of its ardent fans. The newer models are terrific as
portable video players, gaming devices and even computers. While the falling iPhone market share in Europe
will be of some concern to Apple, the company focuses far more on profitability than unit sales. Global
smartphone sales are estimated to remain weak for the rest of  They credited it with an elegance and
convenience very dissimilar to the big new phones. The reason? Data from Strategy Analytics and
Counterpoint earlier this month showed the same story globally : iPhone market share declined, but Apple
maintained third place. The problem? Garner estimated smartphone shipments of million, compared to
shipments of  Apple fans jonesing for a smaller phone may be faced with the unthinkable: a switch to another
manufacturer. The company hardly wants its higher-end customers trading down to a smaller, presumably
cheaper phone. Samsung was the big winner, seeing its own shipments rise from  The Korean electronics
company shipped more than  China and Brazil were the only top five countries to experience smartphone unit
growth in Q2. And the bigger your phone, the more likely you are to pay for more media subscriptions.


